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Abstract: Researchers worldwide have always attempted to put human intelligence into machines by the ways of
algorithms. Machine intelligent results from the development of Artificial Intelligence (AI). The goal of machine
intelligence is giving machines the ability to learn from the changing environment and making predictions. The paper
provides a brief introduction to machine intelligence.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The traditional machine was a physical system that lacked intelligence. It was just a simple machine that was intended to
substitute human’s physical labor [1]. The idea of creating thinking, reasoning machines has been appealing and
fascinating to human imagination. Several human activities (such as engaging in conversation or driving a car) requires
intelligence.
All our activities as human beings can be described by five components: data, prediction, judgment, action, and outcomes.
Machine intelligence (MI) lowers the cost of goods and services that rely on prediction. This is important since prediction
is an input to a host of activities including transportation, agriculture, healthcare, energy manufacturing, and retail [2].
II. WHAT IS INTELLIENCE?
There is no exact and universally accepted definition of intelligence in humans or machines. An intelligent machine that can
perform tasks would be helpful in almost any human endeavor. Larry Fogel identified three key elements of intelligence
[3]: (1) ability to predict, (2) ability to adapt, and (3) ability to take appropriate action.
Machine intelligence is basically a prediction technology. Since prediction can have a profound effect on our life, we often
make efforts to predict our future from the past and the present. Adaptability is a vital component of any intelligent
machine; it has already been introduced in several automatic devices.
We can also consider intelligence as consisting of mainly communication and learning [4]:
1.
Ability to communicate: It is natural to expect an intelligent machine to be able to communicate in human
language. Human knowledge and thinking are always mediated using natural language. The intelligent machine can be a
computer that is programmable. It must be able to communicate in an interactive manner.
2.
Ability to learn: An intelligent machine must be able to learn. Learning enables the machine to adapt and modify
itself based on experience and external environment. There are several types of behavior that can be regarded as learning.
Machine learning can be related to control theory and artificial intelligence. Today machine learning requires large amounts
of data.
III. APPLICATIONS
There are now machines which show adaption and learning; machines which can classify speech and hand-writing;
machines which can perform goal directed motor activity; machines which play games; and machines which can
communicate [5]. Here are just a few applications of MI.
•

Robots: Robotics is undergoing explosive growth due to improvements in computational power, new materials, and
better sensors. For example, car manufacturers use automation in form of welding and assembly robots.
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•

Games: Machine intelligence is used in games. The Checkers program CHINOOK was the first official man-machine
world champion in any game in 1994. Hex is another challenging zero-sum board game that involves two players [6].
Watson was developed by IBM as a question answering computer system capable of answering questions posed in
natural language.

•

Space Exploration: Through telecommunication technology, humans can control space vehicles at remote places. The
concept of teleoperation is important in space program. NASA has identified five directions for developing intelligent
machines [7]: (1) automated operations in space, (2) precision pointing and control, (3) efficient data acquisition, (4)
real-time data management, and (5) low-cost data distribution.
IV. CHALLENGES

In today’s world, human intelligence is still far superior to machine except in the ability to process, compute, store, and
distribute data at fast rates. For example, machine intelligence never independently produced an original idea or discovered
any new principle. An intelligent machine has never come up with a solution to a social problem or a crime [8].
Some perceive that although intelligent machines can serve as useful tools, they can also be used for dubious purposes. The
same can be said of any human invention such as computers, vehicles, guns, robots, etc. [9].
Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, workers have been uprooted progressively by new machines.
However, the new machines cannot replace the engineers who invented, designed, and produced them [10].
Measuring “machine intelligence” is hard. There is no absolute measure; only relative. Some have introduced Machine
Intelligence Quotient (MIQ) as a new index to represent machine intelligence [11].
V. CONCLUSION
Learning and applying knowledge is a crucial to human intelligence. Collective intelligence that builds on the human
intelligence is different from Turing machine intelligence. The intelligent machines should have the ability to learn, adapt,
and predict [12]. Machine prediction is cheaper and better substitute for human prediction, just as machines outperform
humans in arithmetic. As MI lowers the cost of prediction, we will start using it as an input for things for which we never
previously did.
More information about machine intelligence can be obtained from books on Amazon.com and the journal exclusively
devoted to it: Nature Machine Intelligence.
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